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BAYESIAN REASONING SITUATIONS

In their research articles, scholars often use 2 × 2 tables or tree diagrams in order to illustrate Bayesian
reasoning situations.

Bayes’ formula is
vitally important in
many areas, such as
in medicine or law.



BAYESIAN REASONING SITUATIONS

According to Bayes’ theorem, the resulting posterior probability 𝑃(𝐵|𝑀+) is:

𝑃 𝐵 𝑀 + =
𝑃(𝑀 + |𝐵) ⋅ 𝑃(𝐵)

𝑃(𝑀 + |𝐵) ⋅ 𝑃(𝐵) + 𝑃(𝑀 + |¬𝐵) ⋅ 𝑃(¬𝐵) =
80% ⋅ 1%

80% ⋅ 1% + 9.6% ⋅ 99% ≈ 7.8%

However, the correct result 7.8% is much lower than most people would expect (Eddy, 1982).

Several studies show that medical doctors, patients (Garcia-Retamero and Hoffrage, 2013), legal professionals
(Hoffrage et al., 2000), and students (Ellis et al., 2014) have difficulties with similar tasks.

In order to help people to understand the situation, Gigerenzer and Hoffrage (1995) replaced
the probabilities in Eddy’s task by natural frequencies. The percentage of correct responses
increased from about 10– 20% to about 50% in 15 different Bayesian reasoning tasks, including
the mammography problem.



BAYESIAN REASONING SITUATIONS

Although the effect of numerical format (probabilities vs. natural frequencies) is quite substantial, it has to be
noted that there is still potential for improvement (“only” approximately 50% correct solutions).

Another idea to improve insight into Bayesian reasoning
situations is the additional representation of visual aids.

To this aim, different visualizations can be adopted (e.g.,
Euler diagrams, icon arrays. roulette wheel diagrams).

Among them, 2 × 2 tables and tree diagrams can be
constructed easily by teachers or students and can
explicitly contain numerical information in probabilities or
natural frequencies format.





Tested hypotheses

Problems in which information is presented in 
natural frequencies are easier to solve than 

problems containing probabilities.Format

No hypothesis about which of both kinds of 
visualization is more beneficial.Best visualization

The additional presentation of visualizations of 
the numerical values (2 × 2 tables and tree 

diagrams) facilitates understanding.Visualization

No hypothesis on the effect of the problem 
context (medical vs. economical context).Problem context

Investigate how performance in Bayesian reasoning tasks can additionally be enhanced by
providing 2 × 2 tables and tree diagrams containing numerical values.

General aim





Type of study

Data collection

Instrument

Design 

Administration

No training study: it is not taught how to construct
visualizations for fostering insight. The visualizations
in this case rather illustrate the information of the
given problem in parallel.

Paper-and-pencil questionnaire. All versions begin with a cover story; after that, one
of three different kinds of visualization (including no
visualization) was given. Finally, the question was
provided in the same format as the information in the
text.

Each participant was presented two successive
tasks which varied in terms of (1) visualization (no
visualization vs. 2 × 2 table vs. tree diagram), (2)
information format (probabilities vs. frequencies),
and (3) problem context (mammography vs.
economics problem).

Participants

Time

𝑁 = 259 German secondary school students age
16– 18. Students were recruited from 12 different
classes (grade 11) at two Bavarian Gymnasiums.

Response coding

There were no time constraints for completing the
questionnaire (participants required about 20 min
for both tasks).

A response has been classified as a correct
“Bayesian answer” if the exact probability or
frequency solution was provided, or the probability
solution was rounded up or down to the next full
percentage point.



RESULTS

1

2

3

Students’ performance was higher when information in the problems was presented in natural frequencies (42%
correct inferences, averaged across context and visualization) instead of probabilities (5%).

The additional presentation of visualizations helps understanding: Averaging across all versions with visualization
yields higher performance (28%) than averaging across all versions without visualizations (14%).

Participants showed better performance in almost every version of the economics problem (30% correct inferences,
averaged across format of information and visualization) compared to the respective versions of the mammography
problem (16%).

This finding holds when only problems without visualizations are compared (26% correct inferences in
natural frequency versions vs. 2% correct inferences in probability versions, averaged across both contexts)
and when problems with visualizations are compared (51% correct inferences in natural frequency versions
vs. 6% correct inferences in probability versions, averaged across both contexts).

This difference is much stronger in the natural frequency versions (51% vs. 26%, averaged across
both contexts) than in the probability versions (6% vs. 2%).





In order to analyze the impact of information format and visualization
simultaneously binary logistic regressions were run.

• Visualization;
• Information 

format.
Correctness of 
the solution.

• In both problem contexts we found
significant coefficients regarding information
format and visualization (vs. no visualization);

• Additional analyses revealed no statistical
differences between 2 × 2 table and tree
diagram in each information format.



DISCUSSION

The dual process theory (Sloman, 1996) states that people use two systems to reason: “associative” and “rule-based”.
While probability format triggers intuitive thinking according to the associative system, natural frequency format triggers
deliberate reasoning according to the rule-based system.

Advocates of the dual process theory often support the nested sets hypothesis.

Natural frequency versions resulted in higher performance levels compared to the respective probability
versions:

The frequentist hypothesis (Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995) argues that the human mind is evolutionarily
adapted to the information format of natural frequencies (“ecological rationality”) that result from a natural
sampling process (i.e., encoding event frequencies as they are encountered, and storing them in the
appropriate reference class).

For most of the time during which the human mind evolved, information was encountered in the form of 
natural frequencies rather than probabilities or percentages (Gigerenzer, 1991b, 1993a).

The nested sets hypothesis (Barbey and Sloman, 2007) claims that essentially the partitive information structure is
responsible for the facilitating effect. According to this view, facilitation in Bayesian inference occurs under natural
frequencies because these formats are an effective cue to the representation of the set structure underlying a Bayesian
inference problem.



DISCUSSION

In the study, participants’ performance in two Bayesian reasoning tasks was higher when additionally 2 × 2
tables and tree diagrams containing natural frequencies were presented. However, when applying these
visual aids for Bayesian inferences, the information format should be taken into account: both tools have only
very limited effects when probabilities are included.

Understanding of statistical information could be supported by presenting
additional visual aids, according to general theories of information encoding and
processing (e.g., Cognitive Load Theory, Sweller, 2003; Cognitive Theory of
Multimedia Learning, Mayer, 2005).



DISCUSSION

The context of the economics problem is more adapted to the living environment of young people (a
strong dependency from the problem context was also found by Siegrist and Keller, 2011).

The performance in the economics problem was much better than in the mammography 
problem under almost every condition. Possible reasons: 

The extreme base rate (1%) in the mammography problem basically constitutes the
cognitive illusion.

The more complicated terminology or taxing cognitive capacity in the mammography problem could also account for
the deviant effects in the different contexts (e.g., Lesage et al., 2013; Sirota et al., 2014a).



Thanks for your attention!


